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The simple x-ray shadowgram 
remains the most common imaging modality  

21.8 million planar X-rays in the UK 
Ultrasound 8.14 million 

CT scans 3.78 million 
MRI Scans 2.61 million 

imaging tests in total 37.9 million
2013-14 data NHS 

planar x-ray alone is a 6 billion USD market 
total imaging market >30 billion USD



C. Rakete, Rev Sci Inst 82(10):105108 2011

The Mandatory Livingston Plot
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A physics survey of medical imaging
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Size scales of interest for most medical imaging are 
large compared to physics experiments: centimeters
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Time scales for most medical imaging are very slow 
compared to physics experiments: millisecond



Planar radiology (x-rays)

The usual 2D x-ray “film” offers easy, low cost, 
even portable imaging but with poor soft-tissue 
contrast and the issues associated with ionizing 
radiation.
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All medical radiographs are 
shadowgrams: attenuation of x-rays

I(x) = I0 exp(xξ )
Beer-Lambert Law:

intensity at distance 
initial intensity 
linear attenuation (≤0)

I(x) x
I0
ξ

high attenuation=large flux needed
only information is attenuation (amplitude)
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All traditional planar radiology is 
performed with a single point source
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SOURCE

BODY
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SOURCE





CT (x-rays, motors & some maths)

Computed Tomography (CT) offers good 
anatomical detail, better soft-tissue 
contrast and can be fast; but, has limited 
functional information and uses (a lot of) 
ionizing radiation.

1975 Now
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“1.5-2.0% of all cancers in the United States may 
be attributable to the radiation from CT studies.”

[1]		www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMra072149

Based on historic usage. Rates now estimated to be lower, but still a concern.



SPECT (radioactivity and some maths)

Single Photon Emission Computed 
Tomography offers functional imaging 
and is effective in early detection of 
some diseases. But, SPECT involves 
injection of radioactive tracer and has 
poor resolution and very poor 
anatomical resolution.

Paths:
a: photoelectric
b: Compton
c,d: unscattered
b’,d: blocked

The AAPM/RSNA physics tutorial for residents. Physics of SPECT, BM Tsui, RadioGraphics 1996 16:1, 173-183 



PET (some antimatter and some maths)

Positron Emission Tomography offers great 
functional information and is ideal for 
oncology imaging. But, PET is expensive, 
requires a lot of infrastructure (cyclotron), 
injection of radioisotopes and has poor 
anatomical resolution

Positron

Electron

511 keV

511 keV

TOF



MR (NMR and some RF and some maths)

Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging offers excellent soft-
tissue contrast and resolution, can produce any image 
plane, allows for functional imaging, and does not use 
ionizing radiation. However, MR is expensive and can’t be 
used with metal implants.


Actually, MR is really a class of imaging methods that 
exploit various nuclear magnetic resonances.



There are many other ways to image biological 
specimens. Many use the same basic physics 
already covered…
SPECT

Ultrasound

Photoaccoustic imaging

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

fMRI

Florescent Imaging

Electron Microscopy

.

.

.
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These modalities can be enhanced with image 
processing, by combining, and with contrast agents.

But the physics is largely the same

PET-CT

CT-MRI
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X-rays: better & new approaches
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Making the most of available data is one path 
to reducing lifetime dose: tomosynthesis
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Tomosynthesis >50% of Breast imaging 
market and is emerging in General Radiology.
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This is what general tomosynthesis 
looks like today.

DT = Digital Tomo
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DT reduces need for CT in more than  
50% of unclear chest x-rays

Existing DT workflow As could be

CXR $35*** 
0.10mSv**

DT $45*** 
0.13mSv**

CT $330*** 
1.5mSv**

Aggregate	Cost	(2	pax) $730 $490 $420

Aggregate	Dose	(2	pax) 3.2mSv 1.96mSv 1.76mSv

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 1 Patient 2

*	Studies	report	up	to	73%	http://www.healthimaging.com/topics/diagnostic-imaging/dts-clears-chest-lesion-questions-left-x-ray-may-curb-follow-ct		
**	Conservative	indicative	values	used		
***	US	reimbursement	values	used	for	ease	

Without DT – state of art

http://www.healthimaging.com/topics/diagnostic-imaging/dts-clears-chest-lesion-questions-left-x-ray-may-curb-follow-ct
http://www.healthimaging.com/topics/diagnostic-imaging/dts-clears-chest-lesion-questions-left-x-ray-may-curb-follow-ct
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Three developments areas allow for 
new approaches in x-ray imaging 
Image Processing Digital Detectors New Sources
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Distributed sources allow for shorter 
stand-off distances and tomosynthesis
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Adaptix was formed to create these new flat panel 
distributed sources and transform radiology

DEC 2012JUL 2009

APR 2010
JAN 2013 2016

OCT 2014

Its been a long road…
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There is a void between 
planar (2D) and CT (3D) radiology

Portable	
Planar	X-ray

Planar	Array	Digital	
Tomosynthesis

128	slice	Computed	
Tomography	(CT)

3D Capability NO YES YES

Approximate Size Filing Cabinet Carry-on bag Small Car

Typical Dose (CXR) 0.10 mSv <0.13 mSv 1.5-8.00 mSv

Price to Customer $170,000 $100,000 $1,100,000

Cost per scan $35 <$35 $255 (G0279)

Typical Weight 200kg 20kg 2,000kg
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We are commercializing the first distributed array 
x-ray generator: a flat panel source

REDUCED STAND-OFF = 
REDUCED AVERAGE POWER

100s of EMITTERS = 
REDUCED PEAK POWER

PARTIAL COVERAGE AREA = 
REDUCED POWER DENSITY

LOWER POWER = LIGHTER, 
LESS THERMAL MANAGEMENT
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Our unique selling proposition is 
low-dose low-cost portable 3D. 

Portable	
Planar	X-ray

Planar	Array	Digital	
Tomosynthesis

128	slice	Computed	
Tomography	(CT)

3D Capability NO YES YES

Approximate Size Filing Cabinet Carry-on bag Small Car

Typical Dose (CXR) 0.10 mSv <0.13 mSv 1.5-8.00 mSv

Price to Customer $170,000 $100,000 $1,100,000

Cost per scan $35 <$35 $255 (G0279)

Typical Weight 200kg 20kg 2,000kg
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We have four technology approaches 
that combine to make our novel source
High Current FEE EM Emission Control

2D Array Packaging Partial Coverage Iterative Reconstruction

➊ ➋

➌ ➍

W

electrons

Al
Flat solenoid

electron emitter
Si

soft  x-rays
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Fowler-Nordheim (FN) emission shows 
exponential current dependence on voltage

I ︎ is the tip emission current
V︎︎ is the extraction voltage
ø is the work function
︎α ︎is the effective emission area
β is the field conversion factor 

α≈︎︎ab2/︎1.34︎x1013︎︎cm2 ︎ 

➊
Alternative 

Facts
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Large arrays tend to run very low 
current per emitter

A. A. Fomani, S. A. Guerrera, L. F. Velasquez-Garcia, and A. I. T. Akinwande, “Toward Amp-Level Field Emission With Large-Area Arrays of 
Pt-Coated Self-Aligned Gated Nanoscale Tips,” IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, vol. 61, no. 7, pp. 2538–2546.

Pt coated FEA, Triode 
320,000 emitters; 10um pitch 
100µs pulses 
<10 mA 
Max of 2µA per silicon tip 
Concern about in-rush current 
Stable emission over seconds 
X-rays generated at 45kV

A. Basu, M. E. Swanwick, A. A. Fomani, and L. F. Velasquez-Garcia, “A portable x-ray source with a 
nanostructured Pt-coated silicon field emission cathode for absorption imaging of low-Z materials,” Journal 
of Physics D-Applied Physics, vol. 48, no. 22, p. 225501, May 2015.

➊
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Publications by SRI and others: extreme 
currents are possible from metal needle arrays

1 ms; 50 000-tips; 0.8 mm2
 

EASY: 10mA in 1cm2

LIFETIME: years at 5mA
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Our operating regime is rather distinct 
and offers unique challenges and benefits
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On a per emitter basis we are far from 
most devices but not all
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Needle enhanced fields & F-N 
emission go together

rtip=b2/a

the field generation, with weaker dependence on crystal 
thickness along the polarization axis. For typical material 
properties and geometries, fields of up to 140 kV are 
possible [4]. Tests with crystals from sub-mm to 1 cm 
thickness have shown stronger and more reliable field 
generation from thicker crystals, despite the longer time 
needed to generate the emission gradients. This anomaly 
could be due non-uniformities related mostly to 
manufacturing and supply, such as cuts not perfectly 
parallel to the z-axis, or fractured domains along the 
length of the crystals.  

 
Figure 1: A cross-section of an emitter tip, showing an 
anode, and (conceptual) field lines. 

The concept of field enhancing geometry is shown in 
Figure 1. The level of field enhancement for a long and 
narrow emitter is inversely proportional to the tip radius, 
and proportional to the length of the emitter. Brau 
provides a more detailed calculation for the field created 
by a needle-like emitter [9]: 

 (2) 

where E0 is the applied field, a is the emitter length, b is 
the diameter at the base of the emitter, and

 , (3) 

is a convenient geometric parameter. The tip radius would 
be given by rtip=b2/a. 

The level of field enhancement required is a function of 
the tip material and the applied field. For the cases of 
interest here, with fields in the 10-100 kV range over mm-
cm gaps, the field enhancements are in the 100-1000 
range, assuming metallic tips. We note that these required 
levels of field enhancement are rather modest, especially 
when compared with e.g. plasma TV and carbon nanotube 
levels. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Experimental evidence has demonstrated the extreme 

sensitivity of PEE from Lithium Niobate crystals to the 
geometry and the detailing of the experimental setup [6]. 
The parameter space includes size and position of the 
crystal, ambient pressure, anode configuration, thermal 
contact, heat capacity of surrounding objects, and material 
composition of the holder.  

 
Figure 2: Holder assembly for optimized thermal 
transmission. 

 
Figure 3: Simulation results (ANSYS). Lower curve (red) 
represents the temperature of the top surface. 

Simulations and laboratory tests have shown that 
thermal contact between the crystal and the heater is of 
critical importance for reaching thermal gradients 
required for an emission. Transient thermal simulations 
performed in ANSYS have suggested that a 1 cm cube of 
Lithium Niobate would reach thermal equilibrium in 
about 3 minutes (Figure 3). After early tests produced 
thermal constants on the order of tens of minutes, the 
holder was redesigned to optimize thermal contact 
between heater and crystal, which reduced the heating 
times to match the simulation results. Our initial approach 
was a mechanical clamp, made of a dielectric (Delrin), to 
ensure good thermal contact between the bottom crystal 
face and the copper plate covering the Peltier heater. 
While effective, the mechanical clamping tended to 
produce pressure spots and scratches on the crystal 
surface. Such artifacts were evidenced in emission spots 

emitter array anode
(target)

emitter

field lines

tip radius

rtip=b
2/a

a
b

➊
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We can estimate the fields and current 
densities (crudely) using simple estimates

Etip = E0
a2

b2
η3

arctan(η) −η
!

Using as an example the needle 
introduced, we find that for a work 

function ø=4.5 eV, which is  
characteristic of tungsten, the 

current density is Je ~ 7x106A/m2, 
and the total current is Ie ≈ 5µA. 

For example, for a tip radius ~1µm, 
a needle length a =1cm, and an 
anode-cathode separation of 3.3 
cm, at  50 kV (Eo-l.5xl06V/m), the 

electric field at the tip of the needle 
is Etip = 3 GV/m. 

➊
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The use of EM coils allows for indirect 
addressability of the x-ray production

EMITTER

ELECTRONS

ANODE

CATHODE

HIGH-Z
LOW-Z

COILS OFF COILS ON

COILS

➋
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Our image reconstruction takes 
advantage of sparse techniques

➍
A. Image is voxelized (or discretized by wavelets)

B. Measurements provide a set of constraints

C. Reconstruction using sparse optimization

(Log of) Beers-Lambert law yields a sparse linear set of equations

where A is the matrix of lengths from ray j to voxel i
and x is the vector of absorption coefficients for voxel i

The problem is under sampled
(with m measurements << n voxels)
A suitable norm is used (L1 and/or TV)

Prof. Raphael Hauser 
University of Oxford 

Mathematical Institute
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Reconstruction of a pig jaw shows excellent 
slice resolution and ability to see nerve canals

filtered iterative reconstruction

shift&add

Also allows for super-resolution in 2D 

➍

careful sample prep
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Lots of use cases; same core technology

DENTAL

GENERAL RADIOLOGY

STROKE / ENT
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The dental prototype is the next big 
push (goal: product in market 2018)
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Our prototype dental source is fully 
self-contained and battery powered

GROSS COLLIMATOR

LID & FILTER

EMISSION CONTROLS

YOKE & COILS

MONOLITH HVG INNER CASE

OUTTER CASE
BATTERIES

TOUCH SCREEN

CONTROLLER
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Additional developments in low-dose 
x-ray imaging
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ICS, Synchrotrons, Coherent Bremsstrahlung, other 
advanced sources have not penetrated the clinic

Cost
Size
Ease of use
Clinical benefit
Infrastructure
Historical data
Reliability
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Dual energy, ULD-CT, spectral detectors, structured 
light and iterative reconstruction allow for  
more data from less dose
Structured Light in SPECT Phase Contrast x-ray imaging

Alessandro Olivo, et al., UCL.

Dual energy subtraction for chest radiography. NHS CEP 07023: 2007.

Dual Energy x-rays

Wikipedia



Opportunity #1: combine multi-energy, “structured 
light” sources with multi-spectral detectors

Challenges: demonstrating clinical relevance, dose, training radiologists to read 
non-white-light images.
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Future possibilities in medical imaging: 
use more physics



CAN’T WE YOU DO BETTER?
120 Years
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Future modalities will exploit 
physics new to imaging
Phase Contrast X-ray

Refractive x-ray

Phonons?

Angular momentum?

Cosmic ray?

Pump-probe analog?

Entangled particles?

.

.

.

Meyers, R., Deacon, K., & Shih, Y. (2008). Ghost-imaging experiment by measuring reflected photons. 
Physical Review A, 77(4), 041801.

Taylor, M. A., Janousek, J., Daria, V., Knittel, J., & Hage, B. (2014). Subdiffraction-Limited Quantum Imaging within a Living Cell. Physical Review X.

photonic-force microscopy (PFM) 

Demonstrated both quantum-
enhanced resolution and 

subdiffraction-limited quantum 
imaging of biological samples

14%  resolution improvement



Opportunity #2-N: apply “new physics” to imaging 
to obtain better data, reduce or eliminate dose; 
and combine functional, biological and anatomical 
information

Challenges: Getting any of this funded. New approach has to be obviously and 
vastly superior to existing methods and offer a low total cost while offering 
superior clinical outcomes.

http://minouette.blogspot.co.uk
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